
help of a harpsichord. Finally we have 18 of
Bartok’s 44 Duos for two violins.

These two cellists get along together musi-
cally very well. Their phrasing and tonal char-
acter blend, and they are clearly enjoying what
they are doing. The recorded sound is clear
and pleasant. The program is arranged
chronologically.

D MOORE

Sounds of Our Time
ROWSON: Sonata; LAU: Starsail; COBLENTZ: Ex
Animo; RICHARDSON-SCHULTE: Crossings;
NERENBERG: I Thirst

Mercer-Park Duo
Naxos 970212—62 minutes (800-BUYMYCD)

As the title suggests, this is a recital of new
cello music by Canadian composers (the old-
est piece here is from 2008). The composers
themselves are fairly “new” also, all of them
born in the 1970s and 1980s. Whether for his-
torical, national, or personal reasons, the
stream of appealing romantic warmth runs
rather wider and deeper among them than any
iconoclastic or audience-threatening astrin-
gency.

William Rowson’s three-movement, 19-
minute 2012 Cello Sonata is in a more-or-less
tonal, modern-romantic style and adheres to
traditional formal outlines—not distant from,
say, Walton or early Rorem (with whom Row-
son studied). The music is beautifully laid out
for the instruments, which are given ample
opportunity to sing and to offer idiomatic
accompaniment and contrast to each other. I
is an expansive allegro moderato with a
strongly profiled, resolute, upward-striving
main theme in the cello arching out over wide-
spaced, bell-like chords in the piano; even a
first-time listener will instantly recognize its
return at the beginning of the recapitulation.
The following andante tranquillo is pensive
and a bit sad, its sighing, plaintive cello
melody over at first sparse piano chords flow-
ering just a bit in the more lilting central sec-
tion but still remaining chaste, reticent, lost in
bittersweet memories like a grandmother
recalling the days of her first, dewy-fresh
teenage romance. The concluding allegro has
a lively theme interrupted by slow reminis-
cences often enough that the overall mood
remains more reflective than celebratory, and
as in the first movement its brief coda is quiet
and a bit quizzical.

A 14-minute, single-movement rhapsody,
Kevin Lau’s Starsail, is energetic and questing,
tossing off cascades of notes whether vehe-

ment and powerful or rippling out in delicate
rainbows as it enacts a voyage of inner discov-
ery likened (in the composer’s words) to “a
vessel gliding on a sea of stars”. Despite this
Scriabinesque imagery Lau’s harmonies and
instrumental usages, like Rowson’s, remain
fairly traditional (avoiding the Russian mystic’s
disorienting chromaticism). Nothing here
would bother, say, Ravel or even Rachmani-
noff. And both would surely enjoy the gor-
geous sounds and rapturous enchantment
Lau generates with them.

Crossings, by Abigail Richardson-Schulte,
is a quarter-hour, four-movement suite that
manages a cunning hybrid of old and new.
Although it uses some “contemporary” special
effects (tone clusters, cembalo-like strum-
mings, and ping-pong-ball-across-the-strings
shimmerings in the piano; glassy harmonic
glissandos, skittering pianissimo spiccatos,
and sul ponticello tremulos in the cello), the
formal outlines and character of its emotional
world remain essentially traditional. More
important, the music is enchanting, its scam-
pering and capering outer allegros bubbling
over with nifty tunelets and exuberant energy,
its magical inner nocturnes aquiver with the
half-heard melodies, mysterious night-
sounds, and amorous spells of a story-tale
moonlit night long away and far ago.

Two short pieces fill out this marvelous
program. Hunter Coblenz’s Ex Animo is a
dark-hued, moderate-tempo six-minute duet
for two cellos (and no piano) densely packed
with sonorous parallel motion and closely
overlapped imitation. (Mercer plays both parts
in the double-tracked recording.) Mark Neren-
berg’s touching I Thirst (the title is from one of
Christ’s “last words” on the cross), also six
minutes long, is a slow epitaphium, at first
spare and somber, then ascending from the
depths of pain and despair to heavenly trans-
figuration as the piano flowers into a hymn-
like refrain of high, serene, sustained chords
over long-held pedal points in the cello.

Cellist Rachel Mercer and pianist Angela
Park play with polish, sensitivity, verve, and
beautiful tone well captured in Naxos’s clear,
natural sonics. The result is an ideal presenta-
tion of five new works. Their composers—as
well as all listeners curious about new-but-
inviting cello music—should be very grateful
indeed.

LEHMAN
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